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FEATURE the food issue

IT’S a terrible thing whenmoments turn
intomemories where there's no food
involved. Of course, some fare canmake
for fuzzy recollections later, while other

times the feast might be utterly forgettable…
but, friends help tomake it memorable,
nonetheless.

Out from beneath coal carts, grey steel
girders and sloping corrugated roofs, heavy
riffs and thumping drums, the roar of 20,000
Novocastrians, and the rugged beauty of
one of the world's best coastlines comes a
million andmoremoments for those of us
who love to eat, drink, and bemerry in the
Steel City and its surrounds.

Today, Newcastle and the Hunter Valley
is alive with cafés, cooking, and cuisine and
our region has an abundance of popular
places and secluded spots to enjoy it all.

For this special editionWeekender asked a
few of our region's finest to recall their most
memorable food and drinkmoments spent
either somewhere in the city, by the lake, the
bay, or out and about in the Hunter Valley
itself…

"I used to love grabbing a bottle of Malbec
and some tapas withmy wife at Bocados
Spanish Kitchen, but now, with a 10-month-
old child at home, dining-in has taken prec-
edence. So now,my favourite thing to do is
to sneak into the Grain Store, have a couple
of ales and a chat before heading home. It’s
my little bit of down time, and I love it."
Luke Tilse
HappyWombat

"I know it's cheesy but I just lovemy
cheese! I love taking a few pieces with a
bottle of champagne, the French stuff of
course, and driving to the top of the Broken-
back Range.There is a hidden lookout that

only locals know about. It juts out over the
valley and you have views as far as the eye
can see... it's incredible! Sitting up there on
a summer afternoon, watching the sun set
over the Valley is magical!"
Shannon Davis
Pork Ewe Deli, Mayfield

"Soaking up some afternoon rays sitting
for hours over a delicious lunch and a bottle
of wine is up there amongmy favourites.
Food experiences have a priority inmy
life, so ameal out often turns into a bigger
adventure that typically involves a bicycle
ride alongThrosby creek and the harbour.
We’ll stop in for morning tea treats from
Baked Uprising on the way in and a coffee at
Bank Corner cafe or a drink atThe Edwards
on the way home."
Neroli Foster
Underground Epicureans, Newcastle

"Summer draws us inland dwellers to the
beaches in Newcastle. It's so close to go for
a swim at Nobby's or the baths and soak up
the big city vibe. Afterwards, I love to call
in for a gelato and coffee at EstaBar, or for
somethingmore substantial, you can't beat a

delicious lunch at Moor in Newcastle East."
Amorelle Dempster
Slow Food Hunter Valley

"For a casual eat, I can't go past hot chips
on the sand at Bar Beach.There's something
about the cone-shaped containers that sit so
neatly by your beach towel as you compete
with the seagulls for a bite! One special food
memory I have is when friends joinedmy
husband and I at our place for a combined

birthdays dinner party, catered by renowned
local chef, TimMontgomery. We had five
courses and it is by far and away the best
meal ever to be served up inmy humble
kitchen! Great food, fabulous friends and
fine wine - it doesn't get better than that."
Natasha Beyersdorf
NBN News, Newcastle

“One of my passions and creative outlets
is cooking. I love bringing friends and family
together around food. My cooking palette
is inspired bymy travels around the world,
particularly theMiddle East and India. A
trip to Shannonleigh Organics in the Hunter
Street Mall or to Newcastle FarmersMarkets
will often inspire a gathering of friends for
feasting, good wine and great conversation
complete with chaotic kid action.

“Restaurant highlights have been taking
visiting artists and guests out after our
openings atThe Lock-Up. Bocados, Reserve
Wine Bar andMoor are all inThe Lock-Up's
neighbourhood and offer great food and
atmosphere to keep the art party going and
share Newcastle’s offerings with visitors!”
Jessi England
director, The Lock-Up
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‘‘I love taking a few
pieces with a bottle of
champagne, the French
stuff of course, and
driving to the top of the
Brokenback Range. There
is a hidden lookout that
only locals know about.
Shannon Davis, Pork Ewe Deli


